
PD Workshop IQ Meets EQ Better
Together!



 Emotional intelligence also
known as (EQ) or (EI) emotional
quotient...It is the solution to
manage stress better, healthy
mindset and being happier in life!

EQ is being smarter with your

feelings, It is the ability to integrate

your thinking and feeling to make

the best possible decisions. To

identify, understand and manage

your own emotions.



The Research...EQ 

Harvard Business Review calls it "A key leadership skill,"

The World Economic Forum named EQ a core -work-related skill, which is

predicted to be "higher demand across industries than narrow technical skills. "EQ

enables us to understand and navigate our own emotions as well as relationships. 

Gallup Research, an organization full of employees who believe they
belong is an organization full of employees who feel purposeful, inspired
and alive. And these employees are more PRODUCTIVE and better
PERFORMERS

EQ is the one thing, the secret sauce to your overall effectiveness, relationship,

well-being, and overall satisfication. Impacts every area of your life. Your Work.

Your Family. Your Friendships. Your sport. Your influence. Your decisions. Your

Focus. Your Health. 

https://hbr.org/2015/04/how-emotional-intelligence-became-a-key-leadership-skill
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs.pdf


Have the capacity to build and maintain
relationships because they have strong
empathy, connect and respond with others well.
They are optimistic and find solutions

Relationships..People with high EQ

Manage health and wellness in a way that
brings them optimal energy and focus.
They eliminate stress and busyness, and
practice self care and self discipline and
live a healthy lifestyle. 

Wellbeing...People with high EQ

Aware how they act under pressure. They
know how to make adjustments along the
way so they can be focused on their goals.
Their motivated by their values, and align
their choices to what matters 

Effectiveness...People with high EQ

Eliminate roadblocks that get in their way,
Set systems and routines to have so they 
act with purpose and not on reaction.
They are happier and enjoy life more. 

Life Satisfication..People with high
EQ

People With High EQ are valued more in the work place 
than people with high IQ...Why? Strengths in 4 key areas!



Increase Your EQ By Having Each
Person on Your Team Take a EQ
Assessment

“BRAIN STYLE “ASSESSMENT
WILL SHOW YOU A PICTURE OF HOW
THE EMOTIONAL AND RATIONAL PARTS
OF YOUR BRAIN ARE WORKING
TOGETHER

Emotional (Your and Others Feelings) 

                              AND

Cognitive (Observations and analysis) 

(Together) = Creates a Higher EQ Leader

Work towards balancing both will strengthen

your EQ and can be powerful to make better

decisions, be happier, more successful, and

increase the quality of your life (and the lives

of people around you).

 



 Assessment 1
choice:
Brain Brief
Profile..Detailed
Intro on next
page



ASSESSMENT 1 OPTION:
BRAIN BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Rather than examining behavior, the tool focuses on

patterns of thinking, creating a style that underlies

behavior. Individuals receive one of eight "brain styles"

that each offer important strengths and weaknesses. 

combines neuroscience and 15 years of research on

emotional intelligence to provide a simple, practical

summary based on three profound dimensions:

Focus: does your brain prefer rational or emotional data

Decisions: does your brain protect or innovate

Drive: is your brain motivated by practical or realistic



 Examples of the 8 
different brain
styles...Which one are
you? 

Sample of detailed
description of brain
style report next page



Sample of a detailed Brain
Style Report. Above slide
shows all 8..



STOP

“The right word may be effective, but no word
was ever as effective as a rightly timed

pause.”
~ Mark Twain

ASSESSMENT 2 OPTION:
BRAIN DISCOVERY
PROFILE (BDP)
 INTRODUCTION &
DETAILS ON BDP NEXT
PAGE



ASSESSMENT 2 OPTION: BRAIN
DISCOVERY PROFILE (BDP)

The BDP  is the most-in-depth of the profiles, and it

brings together a view of Brain Style with the highest and

lowest Brain Talents, and highest lowest outcomes. 

 The numbers (1,2,3) are the bubble size, 1 is the biggest. 

Out of the 18 brain talents, here are 3 highest scores and

3 lowest

Focus: does your brain prefer rational or emotional data?

Decisions: does your brain protect or innovate?

Drive: is your brain motivated by practical or realistic?



Assessment 3 Option: 
BRAIN TALENT PROFILE

Based on robust research evaluating

thousands of leaders today in the area of 18

essential talents to create the future. 

Similar to a smartphone app, these “Brain

Apps” are tools to build effectiveness. 

The profile summarizes your top 6 out of 18

Highest scoring talents.



The Dashboard (Sample on next slides) similar to a dashboard in your car,
provides an at-a-glance insight to the team’s emotional intelligence, talents, and
performance. Specifically, it provides insight into a team's (brain style, strengths,

weaknesses. opportunities, threats, performance outcomes) 

It links Emotional Intelligence to results, like a IQ score (intelligence quotient),
rather reports gives your team's EI score (emotional quotient) shows group's

average level of emotional. The score represents the capabilty to be aware of
emotions, to manage reactions and to align choices toward long term. 

Showing the capabilities that the team/group is using, or and not using, to create
personal and professional success. 

Price for TEAM dashboard is $250
Price for YOUTH dashboard is $150 (recommended to do by grade level) 









Tabatha Marden is a Certified Emotional intelligence
Practitioner, she teaches the measurable, learnable,
science-based skills of EQ

Helping organizations through her program called Thrive in EQ, in coaching,

trainings, workshops, and assessments. Helping leaders invest in themselves

and organizations to increase their EQ skills, drive results that transform your

life, career, and business. 

As a leader, your actions influence people. Emotions drive people and

people drive performance..Emotional intelligence holds the key!

Trainings are interactive and very engaging. Proven to help Leaders

experience stronger relationships, connection, greater confidence, less

stress and transform anxiety into resilience. 

This training is a game-changing tool for your team. Leaders with high EQ

create more connected and motivated teams that leads to better business

outcomes, happier employees and more productive teams.  

Whats Next
SCHDULE TODAY A PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING

Contact: Tabatha Marden
Phone: 602-390-2008
Email: tmardenaz@gmail.com
Website: tabathamarden.com

https://tabathamarden.com/

